Alloimmunization III: Managment of
Alloimmunized Pregnancy with at
Risk Fetus

Critical maternal red cell antibody titer
and fetus proven/suspected antigen
positiive

MFM Consult

Weekly MCA Peak Systolic Velocity Doppler
Initiate:
- Time of elevated titer ? not indicated before 18 weeks EGA
- 18 weeks EGA if prior affected child
- Obtain MCA proximal to maternal abdomen; ~ 0 degree angle of insonation, may 'angle correct' < 30
degrees; place Doppler gate at proximal portion of MCA arising from carotid siphon; obtain 3 values with
fetus in quiet state, use highest PSV of the three. 2,3,4,5

MCA PSV ? 1.5 MoM (Mari)
www.perinatology.com/calculators/MCA.htm4
Yes

No
Repeat weekly
x 3, if slope of
curve < 1.99,
may reduce to
q 2 weeks1,2

Fetal
cordocentesis

Fetal HCT < 30

Fetal HCT > 30
Weekly NST/BPP with MCA
Doppler starting at 32 weeks
EGA

Intrauterine
transfusion

Repeat
cordocentesis in 1-2
weeks

35 weeks EGA

MCA PSV >
1.5 MoM
Repeat transfusion:
- 10 days after 1st - may time 2nd transfusion by
MCA Doppler
- 2 weeks after 2nd
- 3 weeks after 3rd transfusion or as indicated
- repeat MCA Doppler not recommended for
repeat transfusion timing after 2nd IUT7

No

Yes

Individualize evaluation; increased risk of
false positive MCA Doppler in late third
trimester.
Options:
- repeat MCA in 3-5 days; if upward trend
in MCA PSV consider high risk for fetal
anemia
- amniocentesis for OD450 using Liley
curve; OD450 in affected/transfusion zone
at risk for fetal anemia

Weekly NST
or BPP testing

Low suspicion for fetal anemia

Suspicion for
fetal anemia

Last transfusion at 35
weeks EGA;
Delivery at
37-38 weeks
EGA8

Consider antenatal
corticosteroids,
induce delivery
within7 days
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These algorithms are designed to assist the primary care provider in the clinical management of a variety of problems that occur during pregnancy. They should not be
interpreted as a standard of care, but instead represent guidelines for management. Variation in practices should take into account such factors as characteristics of the
individual patient, health resources, and regional experience with diagnostic and therapeutic modalities.
The algorithms remain the intellectual property of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine. They cannot be reproduced in whole or in part
without the expressed written permission of the

school.
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